S1nart women
ut of date, out of touch and low value that's often how employers see women
who want to return to work after a career
break, according to Dominie Moss,
founder of search firm The Return Hub.
That assurr.ption, though, couldn't be
more wrong, w hie h is why Moss is on a mission to redefine
'returners', and help the 427,000 women who want to return
to work to do so. Even though 88% of women say they
learnt transferable skills while on a break, leaning 'back' in
is no easy task. Why? Perhaps it's because err.ployers don't
yet view these skills (or the way they were acquired) as
valuable -a myth Moss is keen to dismantle.
There's also the issue that recruitment systems tend to be
rigged against women returners. 'The recruitment market
doesn't know what to do with returners; explains Moss. 'In
lower salary brae kets, three agencies will compete to fill a
role, and they want easy-to-find, low-risk candidates. A
career breaker with a 'wonky' CV isn' t that person.Without
a recruiter, an HR algorithm will whittle down hundreds of
awlications; if you have a gap on your CV, you'll be filtered
out: She adds: 'Unless you understand these hurdles, you

can think you're the problem, but actually it's the system
letting you down. Once I speak to errployers about my
returners, they say: "Can she come in tomorrow?"
'Returnships' - internships for returners -were seen
as a silver bullet but Moss offers a word of caution: 'Many
returners are desk-ready and should be included as part of a
normal hiring process: A better model, she says, is a fixed
period return-to-work programme, with a definite role to
move into.And terr.pting though it may be, she says, 'Don't
go into a role below your previous level; your confidence will
return in a couple of weeks but ifll be difficult to jurr.p up.'
So how does a woman with a gap on her CV cut through?
'Get back in touch with your network,' says Moss, but don't
ask for a job. 'Instead, say: "What keeps people awake at
night in this se-::tor?" It's about getting back in touch in a
way that doesn't feel awkward.' Read the trade press, follow
key peo ple on Twitter and think about updating professional
qualifications. Get your CV in order. Moss admits a job
search is a job in itself. 'We all have moments of self-doubt.
But what distinguishes the women I see from those I don't
is courage. They've tuned out of the negative voice and into
the one that says, "'What have you got to lose?"'
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How do you return to work after a career break?
Cyan Turan spoke to experts, hiring managers and
women who've done it to find out
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